23 2.	Finance of Local Government
It will be seen that the expenditure of the boroughs of Abingdon and
Woodstock amounted to £27,362, mostly for housing purposes, and
that of the four rural districts (including expenditure on works out-
side the Survey Area) to £57,147, in which water-supply and housing
bulked largest.1
In their housing expenditure the district authorities have been
carrying out what is in effect a national programme; most of the
loan charges are covered either by the rents charged or by grants
from the central government, and the burden on the district rate-
payers is small. But the rural district councils are also the responsible
authorities for the provision of main water-supply and sewerage,
when these come to be needed by particular parishes in the district;
and the exercise of their functions in this matter raises various con-
troversial matters which may well be dealt with at this point. These
services  are  usually only acutely needed by the suburbanized
parishes, and it therefore at first sight seems natural that both the
loan charges and the running costs should be met by the levy of
special rates on the parishes concerned. This view is, however, open
to criticism.  The initial outlay must usually be very large, and to
cover the annual charges a very heavy special rate may be necessary
in a parish which is not yet fully built-up.  To take an example at
random: in the summer of 1937 the Ploughley Rural District Council
was considering a sewerage scheme for the parish of Kidlington,
which was likely to cost £38,000, and to involve a rate of 5^. 3^. in
the pound over the parish, in order to cover the annual charges.
Charges of this magnitude will be resented and sometimes formally
opposed by parishioners, who are not to-day, as they once were in
residential suburbs, for the most part wealthy people, and there is
danger of a dilemma: either the service will not be provided until it
is too kte for it to be economically planned, or else the high rate will
check that further building which would spread the burden more
widely and make it tolerable.   Moreover, it is not clear that the
present parishioners are the only interested parties.  Other people
may suffer if the sewerage or water-supply of a particular parish is
defective; adjoining parishes, which may later on be developed, are
interested in seeing that the general layout is efficient and capable of
extension; and both the rural district and the whole county are
financially affected by anything which encourages—or checks—the
increase of population and rateable value in any part of their area.
This point is particularly important in view of the methods of
1 The water-supply scheme of the Witney Rural District hardly served the parishes
ia the Survey Area*

